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editor’s LETTER
A little stardust has definitely been sprinkled
over this edition of The Scented Letter, in
which we’re delighted to feature a star
perfumer, a celebrated rock god – and a
selection of completely stellar Christmas
presents, in our annual Gift Guide.
Most of us know Simon Le Bon’s music, but who knew he was a total fragrance fanatic?
When news reached us that Duran Duran were launching their very first scent collection –
working with too-cool-for-school Brooklyn perfume house D.S. & Durga – we had no idea that
scent has been a long-term passion of the band’s lead singer and lyricist. So we wondered:
would Simon maybe, just maybe, like to share his ‘life in scents’ and his five favourite smells
with our magazine? We were thrilled when the answer came back ‘You bet!’ and you can read
all about it on p.40. (Scalextric and creosote, anyone?)
I was privileged enough to step inside Guerlain’s lab for this edition, to chat with perfumer
Thierry Wasser. At The Perfume Society, we know you’re as fascinated as we are by just how
perfumers work, by their inspirations and techniques – and on p.12, Thierry shares insights
into his globetrotting working life as the first non-family member to fill the Guerlain Perfumer
role in their dazzling 190 years of history.
I spent quite a lot of time on Eurostar for this edition, actually! The reopening of Diptyque’s
archive – above their Paris ‘bazaar’ – offered the perfect opportunity to explore the history
and iconography of this fascinating brand. For 18 months we’d been trying to gain access to
what we knew to be a fascinating collection, which had been closed for renovations (although
the store itself had remained open). Et voilà, just in time for Christmas, we were told that the
builders had finished. So I hot-footed it across the Channel (again) to meet Creative Director
Myriam Badault and illustrator Pierre Marie, whose eye-catching drawings weave this year’s
Christmas packaging story for Diptyque. Get the inside story on p.16.
We devote much of the rest of this seasonal edition to our annual scented gift
extravaganza. If you ask us, the perfume world has outdone itself with this year’s perfumed
presents, from stocking fillers to crackers, via ‘supersize-me’ fragrance boxes offering a wide
selection of scents. From Chanel to Jo Malone London via Tom Ford, these super-coffrets are
definitely A New Thing – a huge scent wardrobe, in a gorgeous case. Destined to be top of
quite a few ‘Dear Santa’ lists for Christmas 2018.

© Ms.Moloko - Fotolia.com.

This also seems the perfect time to thank the fabulous Perfume Society team for all their hard
work: Lorna, Jenny, Victoria, Carson, Suzy, Maggie and Hettie. We love what we do – and we
hope you do, too. Have a wonderful, fragrant holiday.
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For 40 years as the frontman and
songwriter for Duran Duran, Simon
has been wowing audiences around
the world. He has received three
Ivor Novello Awards from the British
Academy of Songwriters, Composers
and Authors (including Outstanding
Contribution to British Music), but
what is less well known is that Simon
has a life-long passion for fragrance
and smells. Married for 33 years to
Yasmin Le Bon, the couple have three
daughters and are now grandparents.
Follow him: @SimonJCLeBON
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Thierry Wasser
After attaining a Diploma in Botany
at the age of 20, Swiss-born Thierry
attended Givaudan perfumery school,
where he was promoted to perfumer at
the age of 24. In 1993, he went to New
York to work for Firmenich. Since 2008,
Thierry Wasser has been Guerlain
Perfumer – the first non-Guerlain family
member ever to fill that role. His work
takes him all over the world sourcing
and monitoring ingredients for his
Guerlain creations and you can follow
his globetrotting on Instagram: 		
@thierrywasser

Hattie Jones
Hettie is the newest member to join
The Perfume Society team, based at
our HQ. She’s joined us from Elite
Models where Hettie was responsible
for social media. Hettie works
alongside Victoria Evans and Lorna
McKay on our Discovery Box creation
team. It’s never quiet at The Perfume
Society, so Hettie handles customer
service enquiries while also pictureresearching, networking at fragrance
launches and occasionally posting to
our ever-growing Instagram audience.
She’s also @hettiejones

The Scented Letter is produced for The Perfume Society by Perfume Discovery Ltd. All information and prices are correct at the time of going to press and may no
longer be so on the date of publication. © 2018 The Perfume Society. All text, graphics and illustrations in The Scented Letter are protected by UK and International
Copyright Laws, and may not be copied, reprinted, published, translated, hosted or otherwise distributed by any means without explicit permission.
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ON THE SCENT OF NEWS

nosing around
We’re dreaming of a bright Christmas, illuminated by divine new candles and
with everyone smelling fah-bu-lous (including the dawg)

THAT FUZZY
FEELING
AT MILLER HARRIS STORES –
including the new stunner at Coal
Drops Yard in Kings Cross, right
– 2018’s Christmas packaging is
fun, colourful and sustainable, too,
with gifts wrapped in luxurious
silk scarves and fastened with
a pompom (see below). Also
available online: choose your
product, select the scarf and add a
pompom (from an additional £10).
millerharris.com

Twinkle,
twinkle...
... with this little star. Lorenzo
Villoresi Teint de Neige
Sparkling Body Gel veils
skin with jasmine, rose and
jasmine and a sprinkling
of shimmer. There’s also a
Hair Mist, £50 for 50ml, sans
sparkle. Dreamy.
£95 for 100ml Body Gel
lessenteurs.com
6 THE scented LETTER

REACH FOR THAT
SKETCHBOOK NOW
Pencil-makers Caran
d’Ache have partnered
with Alberto Morillas’s
Mizensir to offer a new
quartet of precious wood
pencils scented with the
retro fragrance Mémoire
d’Ecolier, with its notes of
cedar, rosewood, licorice
and birch.
£35 carandache.com

Tuscan dreams

Salvatore Ferragamo Tuscan Creations brings together 11 fragrances,
formerly known as Tuscan Soul and Tuscan Scent, under one umbrella (make
that a parasol?), all now ramped up to eau de parfum strength for longerlasting loveliness, adding a new, modern white floral, Rinascimento. The
most gloriously colourful line-up of scents we’ve seen for some while.
£195 each for 100ml eau de parfum harrods.com

Lusciously layerable
Frédéric Malle’s body line is more true to the original fragrances than
almost any we know, featuring the same concentration of perfume
ingredients. Whether you’ve got the scent itself – or are still saving up –
these light yet nourishing Body Milks belong on every Christmas list.
£60 for 200ml fredericmalle.com

+
SPRITZ YOUR BITCH!
Scented gift for Dad. TICK!
Perfume for goddaughter. TICK!
But what about the dog? New
from Hownds are two all-natural
dog fragrances in Butch Leather
(masculine cedarwood and
vetiver) and Peach Bum (orange
and jasmine essential oils). Sure
beats eau de wet dog.
£14 each for 250ml
dogsloveHOWND.com

YOU KNOW IT MAKES SCENTS
If you really want to deepen
someone’s fragrance knowledge,
nothing beats trying to learn to
create an actual perfume. The
Experimental Perfume Club
now offer Gift Vouchers for a
day’s workshop – half-days or
full days available. £105-218
experimentalperfumeclub.com
THE
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ON THE SCENT OF NEWS

For the scented cocktail bar

ADD TO YOUR
FRAGRANT LIBRARY

© Seren Dal

l Bulgari
fragrances take
inspiration from
the house’s
legendary gemset jewellery in
The Perfume
of Gems
(Mondadori
Electa). The colourful book weaves
together contributions from
anthropologist and philosopher
Annick Le Guérer, photographer
Michael Pudelka and experimental
musician Brian Eno, who reveals
himself as an authority in the multifaceted mysteries of fragrance.
€150 rizzolibookstore.com

l Claire Bingham’s A Scented World:
The Magic of Fragrances (Teneues),
meanwhile, goes behind the scenes
inside the homes, offices and gardens
of leading figures in the fragrance
world – from Lyn Harris to JeanClaude Ellena – to see where they
gather their inspirations, capturing
their thoughts alongside stunning
interiors and exteriors imagery.
£45 amazon.co.uk
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l Four new gins inspired by
fragrance – created in collaboration
with scentrepreneur Lizzie Ostrom
(a.k.a. Odette Toilette) – take a
weird and wonderful turn. Choose
from Beware of the Woods Byredo
(mossy, dark and misty), Fresh
Rain (petrichor personified), Big
Dipper (fairgrounds, popcorn
& engine oil!), or Dead King
(balsams, embalmed mummies
and intriguing spices).
That Boutique-y Gin Company
Olfactor-y Gins/£42 each for 500ml
harveynichols.com
l Cadello, a 150-year-old familyowned Italian distillery, have
plundered ingredients from the
Old Slk Route – coffee, chocolate,
cocoa, star anise and vanilla, with
hints of hazelnut, caramel, mint
and toffee – for a drink that smells
incredible, tastes unique, and is
a must for fragrantly delicious

cocktails this Christmas!
Cadello 88/£30 for 500ml
honestgrapes.co.uk
l Ginmeisters Silent Pool have
now launched ‘liquid garnishes’
to spray directly into the glass,
infusing your G&T with a scented
something extra – available in
three different flavours/aromas:
Kaffir Lime, Bergamot Orange and
Christmas Spirit.
Silent Pool Liquid Garnish/£10 for
3cl silentpooldistillers.com

Burning bright...
Just in time for Christmas, two striking new
candle collections which don’t just smell
good, they look gorgeous. Annick Goutal
brings us stunning glass vessels in six
scents, ranging from the summer garden
scent of Une Maison de Campagne to the
smouldering embers of Bois Cendres. (Once
they’ve flickered their last, these make great
posy vases.) £49 each houseoffraser.co.uk

+

From L’Artisan Parfumeur
we have Intervales, a trio
to take you from dawn to
night with woody, vetiverpowered Aurora; resinous,
smoky pine-incensepatchouli Crepusculum,
and the cocooning Nox,
with patchouli, labdanum,
vanilla and juniper. £155
each (£45 for candle refills)
artisanparfumeur.com

Perfumed
parlour games
Looking to revive flagging spirits
during the post-Christmas-dinner
lull? We’ve found two new card
games to stimulate your senses…

Master Parfums Pocket Quiz

was developed by Anne-Laure
Hennequin, drawing on 20 years
of perfume training to create
a game of 120 questions at
Amateur/Connoisseur/Expert
levels of difficulty. The idea is to
learn as you play – it’s loads of
fun (and highly competitive!) £11
perfumesociety.org (from 7th Dec)

For more candles, turn the page...

What’s That Smell? is a fragrant
guessing game involving correctly
identifying scented cards to win –
or ‘suffer the reeking ramifications
of one of the deadly Stank Cards’.
With over 50 smells, from the nice
to downright nasty, younger noses
will particularly enjoy the ensuing
hilarity. £24.99
whatsthatsmell.wowwee.com

ELEGANCE PERSONIFIED
Elegantes London’s new collection –
from Julien Rasquinet, protégé of the
legendary Pierre Bourdon – makes
this super-luxurious brand a touch
more accessible to perfume-lovers,
at £440 for 100ml eau de parfum in
Rose Musk, Cashmere, Oud Exquisite
(these three to be found at Harrods)
and Amber Wood, Rose Elegantes,
Ultimate Musk, Oud Noblesse
(exclusive to Fortnum & Mason).
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ON THE SCENT OF NEWS

The art of the candle

When Louis Vuitton launched candles to
join their collection of fragrances – with scents by
Jacques Cavallier-Belletrud and a design by Marc
Newson – it was always going to be something special.
As ever with Vuitton, it’s all about craftsmanship, with
the candles completely hand-made and finished. We
thought you’d enjoy seeing how it happens...

1 The ceramic is moulded to measure
by French artisans, with the wide
diameter ensuring that the white
ceramic candleholder offers the
best diffusion possible into the air.
Developed from rare minerals sourced
in England, France and New Zealand,
this incredibly high-quality porcelain
has a unique whiteness, transparency
and resistance to time.

hand-fixed to the ceramic via two
metal rivets, reflecting the fluidity of
movement and weight resistance of
those on Vuitton’s classic trunks.

1

And as for the fragrances? We find it
almost impossible to decide between
citrus-floral Île Blanche (blue wick);
rose-rose-rosy L’Air du Jardin (red
wick); Feuilles d’Or, with notes of
patchouli and Virginia cedar (yellow
wick) and Dehors Il Neige (green wick),
a Christmassy blend of warming spices
and pine needles with a surprising,
bracing element of sharp, frosty air.

2

Before firing in the kiln, ceramic
candleholders are meticulously
sanded to smoothness, cleaned and
checked, one by one. During the firing,
kiln temperatures reach 1,320°C – a
process which takes eight hours before
the candles are completely cooled
.
2

3 When finished, the vessels are filled
with scented wax made in Grasse.
4 Each of the four fragrances features
a specific coloured wick, painted by
hand. (Wicks are hand-trimmed to a
length of exactly 0.7cm.)
5 The natural leather handle for
carrying the candles from room to
room is a pure touch of Vuitton,

10 THE scented LETTER

Les Parfums Louis Vuitton Candles
£160 each louisvuitton.com

3

4

5

NEW Limited Edition

MUDDLED PLUM

Find your nearest store or shop online at moltonbrown.co.uk

A DAY IN A (FRAGRANT) LIFE

W

hen does your day start? How does it start?
I am not a morning person. I hate mornings,
and I love my bed. So caffeine is absolutely essential
to wake me up. But because I am Swiss I also have to start
my day with muesli – and being a good Swiss boy, I make
that the night before so it soaks overnight and is ready for
my breakfast.
Then when I get to the Guerlain offices in Levallois-Perret
[a suburb around four miles from the centre of Paris], I
have more coffee – first of all with the team in the lab. It’s
productive to do that because we chat about what we’re
working on and what’s going on. And then I have another
coffee with Frederic Saccone, the perfumer who shares my
office. After that, I’m just about ready for the day.
Where do you work?
I could work anywhere. But I have to work somewhere. As
of quite recently, my lab is downstairs in the same building
as my office – we just moved everything to the Guerlain HQ
after sharing a space with Dior [Guerlain and Dior share the
same parent company]. It’s not a huge office but it’s really
good to be in the same building as the lab.

there once a year to spend time with the farmers. And this
is how you find out that yes, they could grow sugar cane
instead of vetiver – but growing sugar costs them half what
they get paid for their crop, just to water it. And so we can
help them, by making sure they get all the water they need,
for free. They’ll grow some fields of sugar cane, sure – but
they’ll also continue to grow the vetiver for Guerlain.
My travelling begins in the spring in Calabria, at the
end of the bergamot harvest, which began in November,
because we need to ensure we get the perfect blend of
all the oils from that season. Then it moves on to Tunisia
and the orange blossom and the petitgrain, to Bulgaria
and Grasse for the roses, Provence for the lavender, the
Comoros for ylang ylang, Madagascar for vanilla. Now
that Guerlain is growing sandalwood in Australia, I need to
make a trip there once a year, too. Altogether it’s about four
months out of the year, on the road, away from my lab, away
from creating perfumes. And then there are the launches,
around the world, travelling to speak to journalists and to
the Guerlain sales teams.
How many fragrances might you be working on at any
one time?
Somewhere between six and 10. That
sounds like a lot, but since Guerlain was
founded 190 years ago, we’ve made
more than 1300 fragrances; if anyone
thinks the pace of launches at Guerlain
is speeding up, it’s really just what we’ve
always done. Every year, for instance,
there will be an Acqua Allegoria – at
least one, sometimes two. Perhaps
a fragrance in the Arts & Métiers
collection and for Les Absolus d’Orient.
We will be working on future creations
alongside new concentrations of recent
launches like Mon Guerlain. It’s good to
work on quite a few different things at
once, to mix it up.

“

How does your day break down?
Because I’ve had so much coffee…
the mornings aren’t my most creative
time! But I do open my computer first
thing and also smell the formulations
we made yesterday, along with some
we made a few days ago and even
fragrances we made weeks ago, which
I will have sprayed on blotters so I
can smell how they develop after a
really long time. It isn’t just a case of
putting ingredients together; like a
stew, things take time to develop. So
something might be OK on the first
day, but on the second day, maybe the
spices develop and maybe those spices
are overpowering, so you have to go
backwards and do something else, go
in another direction. This is why creating fragrances cannot
be rushed.
And alongside creation, there are always meetings, too –
marketing meetings, supplier meetings, and other kinds of
meetings. The door to the office Fred and I share is open,
so people are always coming in throughout the day.

I am responsible
for the fragrance
from overseeing
the harvest of the
ingredients right
through to when they
go into the bottle

”

How much of your year is spent travelling?
My job is unlike most perfumers because I am responsible
for the fragrance from overseeing the harvest of the
ingredients right through to when they go into the bottle.
We work very closely with our producers in different parts of
the world and those relationships are incredibly important
and precious. They always have been; I didn’t ‘invent’ this.
It’s what my predecessor Jean-Paul Guerlain did before me.
It’s completely in Guerlain’s DNA.
For instance, a vetiver farmer in India might be able to
make twice as much from his fields by growing sugar cane –
but of course we want him to continue with vetiver. So I go
12 THE scented LETTER

How do you compose your fragrances?
I don’t write formulae by hand any more. It’s all done on the
computer; I press ‘send’ and the formula goes downstairs
where my two lab assistants mix it up for me to smell.
Because I have a lot of experience, I’m not often surprised
when I smell something. But unexpected things still happen
when you mix ingredients or change the balance. It’s never
entirely predictable.
What kind of other inspirations do you look for, during
your day?
Other kinds of stimulation are very important for me, but
that really all happens away from the office. For instance, I
love classical music, but I don’t play it at work. But when I
am sitting in my chair, at home, listening to Tchaikovsky…
That is stimulating for me. For me there are many parallels
between music and fragrance. Looking at modern art, too
also feeds and inspires me, particularly artists like Rothko,
who I love. There’s almost a texture to his work, and for me,
perfumes also have textures.

A WORKING NOSE

Thierry Wasser
Thierry Wasser is the first
Guerlain perfumer from outside
that family – only the fifth to
fill that role in the 190 years
since the house was founded.
In Guerlain’s anniversary year,
JO FAIRLEY went behind the
scenes to meet him

A DAY IN A (FRAGRANT) LIFE

Do you break for lunch or eat at your desk?
I skip lunch. It’s a really bad habit that I got into, but I never
eat at my desk or even break in the middle of the day.

so important to work as a team, because as a perfumer
sometimes you can’t see the wood for the trees, and the
input of the people around you is incredibly valuable.

What will the afternoon be spent on?
A lot of the creation happens in the afternoon – but again,
there are a lot of interruptions. So I find that I really get
the peace and quiet that I need to create my best work
after everyone else has gone home and I almost have the
building to myself. It’s calm, and for me I need that to do
my work. Certainly by the time I go home, it’s always the
security guard downstairs I’m saying ‘goodnight’ to, rather
than the receptionist.

How many perfume materials do you have at your
fingertips, to work with? And how many tend to be in
your regular palette?
We have around 850 materials in the lab – maybe 900,
because perfume houses like Firmenich and Givaudan and
Symrise regularly come to us with ingredients that they’d
like us to use, and we need to play around with those.
But I mostly focus on around 450 ingredients. We’ve just
moved them to the brand new laboratory in Guerlain’s HQ
in Levallois. For the first time all the ingredients have been
decanted into Guerlain Quadrilobé bottles, and they look
really rather good on the lab shelf!
At the heart of almost every Guerlain fragrance, of
course, is the famous Guerlinade, which includes bergamot,
rose, iris, tonka and vanilla. Often a
different balance of those different
individual notes, but they are always
present in the formula.
The only Guerlain fragrance I created
without these notes was my very first,
Idylle, launched in 2009 a year after
I joined. When I presented it to the
Guerlain sales people for the launch,
many of them said to me: ‘It doesn’t
smell like a Guerlain.’ That fragrance did
OK – but I learned my lesson. And since
then, I make sure the Guerlinade is the
backbone of everything I do.

What time do you go home? Is that the end of the day,
for you? Do you continue to think about the fragrances
when you get home?
Quite often it’s 9 p.m. by the time I get away. And when
I get home, I get feedback [from my
partner] on what I’m wearing because
I am the first person who tries each
fragrance – on my own skin.
And the reaction at home might be
good, or it might actually be: ‘You need
to get in the shower. Now.’ That’s very
useful feedback, actually!
Do you need to be in a particular
mood to create?
I really do need peace and quiet – but
it’s very hard to come by.
How long does it take from concept
to finished fragrance?
Sometimes a year. Sometimes less.
Every perfumer wishes it was longer.

“

When someone
puts on a
fragrance, it
becomes their
story. That’s part
of the magic of
being a perfumer

Do you work with moodboards?
Sometimes – but they’re not particularly helpful to me
because my work comes out of my own head.

”

What is the most number of modifications you’ve ever
had to do on a fragrance? And the least?
The most was probably Idylle – around 650 modificiations.
And the least? It’s a funny story. One day I was working
on Encens Mythique d’Orient, one of the Absolus
d’Orient series, and Elisabeth Sirot, Guerlain’s Directrice
de Patrimoine (basically, she’s in charge of cherishing
Guerlain’s heritage) was in my office.
Elisabeth asked me, ‘What’s that?’, and pleaded with me
to give her a sample. Then, a couple of weeks later, she
came back and asked for another bottle because she’d
finished it. But I told her, ‘I’ve moved on since then, and
made a lot of changes’ – and I handed her the most recent
sample. ‘That’s horrible!’ she said. ‘I want another bottle of
what you gave me.’
So we went back and that was modification No.17.
And that’s how we ended up launching the seventeenth
modification of Encens Mythique. Which shows why it’s
14 THE scented LETTER

How much of your time is spent on
your own work – creating new accords,
working with materials that may have
been offered to you by the ingredients houses, to ‘store
up’ and use for future finished creations?
I’d love to do it every single day. For a perfumer, this is like
joining words together to make sentences that later will
become paragraphs in a perfume that tells a story – which
is essentially what we do.
I have a perfumer friend who I used to work with when
I lived in New York; we speak about once a week and
somehow after I’ve spoken to him, I’m reminded of how
as perfumers we need to ‘play’ with ingredients like this.
Often, right after I have chatted to him, that’s when I’ll
spend time building my accords.
How does it feel to walk past someone in the street
wearing something you’ve created?
It’s really very cool and it puts a smile on my face. But my
job is to tell a story with a fragrance. When someone puts it
on, it becomes their story, it’s not my story, any more. And
that’s part of the magic of being a perfumer.

To read more about Guerlain, their ingredients and unique
bottles, visit the ‘Fragrance’ section of guerlain.com

Thierry travels the world
for four months a year,
taking responsibility
for ingredients from
field to flacon. Above,
in a field of patchouli;
top right and far right,
Jasminum grandiflorum
flowers. Below, meeting
wtih Madagascan vanilla
farmers and visiting
lavender fields in
Provence. His creations
include Encens Mythique
(right) and Mon Guerlain
(below right)

THE GUERLAIN PERFUMERS
l Pierre-François Pascal
Guerlain (1828-1865)
l Aimé Guerlain
(1865-1890)
l Jacques Guerlain
(1890-1955)
l Jean-Paul Guerlain
(1955-2002)
l Thierry Wasser
(2008 onwards)
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JO FAIRLEY visits Diptyque’s store on Boulevard Saint-Germain to explore the newly
reopened secret archive of the company which gave the world the scented candle
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NCE UPON A TIME, three friends got
and recipes (anyone for a few ounces of ‘La Redoute de
together to open a store selling, quite
Mrs. Merwin’ pot pourri, perhaps, which dates back to
simply, the things they made and/or loved.
1964?) For 18 months, all this treasure has been away from
Artist Desmond Knox-Leet, architect
‘home’, while professional archivists carefully catalogued
Christine Montadre-Gautrot and Yves
the precious drawings, fabrics and physical objets which
Coueslant – sometime interior designer,
illustrate the rich tapestry of this much-loved name.
painter and theatre troupe manager – started out by
Now – as of three days before my visit – everything’s
wanting somewhere to design furnishing fabrics. (Desmond
back where it belongs. Some items are displayed in Yves’
and Yves had previously collaborated on textiles for Liberty
former office, a red-lacquered parlour which looks as
and Sanderson.)
though its resident has just nipped out for a Gauloise or
As Myriam Badault, Director of Marketing and Product
a café au lait. Other items are stashed away behind glass
Creation, explains, ‘They bought a store at 34 Boulevard
or carefully layered between acid-free tissue in brand new,
Saint-Germain – not in the smart heart of that area, because
exquisitely custom-made cabinetry. Myriam unlocks drawer
they didn’t have the money, but at what was then the
after drawer, revealing layers of Diptyque’s fascinating
scruffier end of the street.’ At the time, the store had two
history – and what’s extraordinary is that even though many
windows – which is how what is now a much-loved global
of the designs and sketches date back 50 years or more,
candle brand got its name: a diptych is ‘an object with two
everything looks utterly contemporary.
flat plates attached at a hinge’, in the words of Wikipedia.
As Myriam explains, some of this archive was
To decorate their new space, the friends began bringing
rediscovered during a basement flood at the shop; other
objets back from their travels.
pieces were donated by the
‘And almost immediately, people
family’s relatives – and some
Yves, Christine and
began coming in asking to buy
early items were even recovered
Desmond
these decorative objects,’ smiles
via antiques dealers or trawling
Myriam. ‘What were supposed to
the internet. Other finds came to
be props soon developed into a
light during Myriam’s first project
true business.’
after joining the company in
Before long, in addition to
2006, which was to work on a
their graphic and timeless fabric
book of Diptyque history with
designs, the trio found themselves
the two remaining founders,
selling costume jewellery. (Later,
Yves and Christine, written
Christine went on to design
by fragrance expert Elisabeth
jewellery herself, often sourcing
de Feydeau. (Desmond had
elements from the many antique
tragically died as a complication
shops then located in the further
of appendicitis in 1993.) Myriam
reaches of Saint-Germain.) The
has therefore assumed the
walls were hung with artwork:
mantle of ‘keeper of the flame’:
oils by Diptyque’s founders
one of the Diptyque team who
alongside reproductions of works
knew the original creatives.
by pre-Raphaelite artists. They
Today we know Diptyque
sold Pollock’s Toy Theatres and
best for candles – and other
Japanese kites. And if this sounds
innovative ways to fragrance
like the ultimate bazaar – well,
interiors. (Notwithstanding
that’s exactly what Diptyque soon
that Diptyque offer a fabulous
became, long before the candles
wardrobe of fragrances for our
which have scented millions of
skins, too, along with skincare
homes around the world were a
and bodycare.) But these iconic
MYRIAM BADAULT
flicker in the founders’ eyes. They
candles happened by kismet.
described themselves simply,
‘Diptyque sold coloured wax
gloriously, as ‘Purveyors of Trifles’, with customers including
candles,’ Myriam recalls. ‘One day, their wax supplier
interior genius Andrée Puttman and François Mitterand
happened to mention: “The coloured wax looks beautiful
(later French President), who lived nearby.
but did you know you can also scent wax?” They were
Back then, the store was fragranced with joss sticks
always looking for new ways of creative expression, and
burned in sandalwood incense burners imported from
that’s how the Diptyque candles came about.’ They weren’t
India. No examples of those burners remain, alas. But up
first – in fact, it’s an ancient technique – but these were
quite possibly the steepest staircase I’ve ever negotiated,
the first really accessible scented candles in the world. The
on the first floor of 34 Boulevard Saint-Germain, is an
debut trio was Aubépine (hawthorn), Thé (tea) and Cannelle
archive of many other Diptyque treasures. It’s truly a place
(cinnamon). From the word go, they were emblazoned with
to set the pulse of any fragrance-lover racing.
the spot-it-at-30-paces oval-shaped label we know today.
The collection spans sketches for Diptyque labels
‘The outline of the label was an evolution from one of the
through to oil paintings done on their Greek holidays, via
first fabrics Diptyque designed,’ Myriam reveals. ‘But inside
fabric samples, ginger beer bottles (collected by Desmond)
are what they called “the dancing letters.”’ These, it turns

“

What were supposed
to be props for the shop soon
developed into a business

”
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SCENTS OF PLACE

BAZAAR FACTS
essence, vanilla) and Sapin de Lumière,
l Diptyque became the first
out, were Desmond’s idea. During World
with notes of Siberian pine, fir balsam
brand
to
offer
affordable
War II, he’d worked as a code-maker. And
and cedarwood. ‘Outside of Christmas,
scented candles in the world.
when I look closely at a Diptyque label,
there isn’t usually a brief,’ Olivier reveals.
I notice something extraordinary: the
‘Usually, it’s a discussion about raw
letters aren’t always in the right order –
l Pollock’s Toy Theatres were
materials, about ideas. Often, Myriam
yet the brain still gives the message that
early bestsellers at the Paris
brings items from the archive which can
this is cool green Baies (the bestseller),
Saint-Germain boutique.
be so useful, as a starting point. I enjoy
or smoky Feu de Bois, or summery
working with Diptyque because I love
Geranium Rosa. (I promise: you’re never
l The first fragrant items sold
this perfume house, and also because I
going to look at a Diptyque label in the
there were from Culpeper and
find it horrible to create in a rush.’
same way again.)
Floris (in the UK) and Paris
One of the most challenging projects,
And then there’s Figuier, which again
perfume brand Pinaud.
however, turns out to have been the
illustrates their innovative flair. ‘Desmond
fragrance 34, Boulevard Saint Germain,
and Yves were in love with a Greek island
l They also sold Brighton
which launched in 2011 to celebrate
and used to go each summer,’ Myriam
rock, nougat and Crabtree &
Diptyque’s 50th anniversary. ‘One day,
explains. ‘To get to the beach, they had
Evelyn preserves.
I entered the store and was struck by
to walk through an area thickly forested
the scent of the boutique and just how
with fig trees. They fell in love with the
l The letters on Diptyque’s
special it is,’ recalls Myriam. To recreate
smell. One year, they decided to put
label were inspired by founder
the aroma of layers of fragrances and
together a special gift for Christine,
Desmond Knox-Leet’s time as
candles against a background of wood
who hadn’t been on holiday with them.
a code-maker in WWII.
cabinetry, Headspace Technology was
They gathered in a box souvenirs from
used, with its pioneering inventor,
different places in Greece; little stones, a
l The candles can be ‘layered’
Givaudan’s Roman Kaiser, spending a
piece of pottery, a postcard. On the top
by burning two or even three
day capturing the smells in different
they put a big fig leaf. A few years after
at a time for a bespoke scent.
corners of the shop. ‘He sent me his
Desmond’s death, Christine reopened
data and it was my job to start to unravel
the box and the smell of fig was still so
l Each candle has its own
and recreate it,’ explains Olivier. ‘I
vivid.’ That inspired a candle – Figuier
tissue paper packaging ‘colour
worked three years on the formula. But
– and also Philosykos, the very first fig
code’ (opposite), denoting its
after two years, it was so complicated
scent the world had smelled, evoking the
key fragrance elements.
that we just had to stop, go back and
freshness of fig leaves, green fruit and
simplify things, with a shorter formula.’
milky sap. ‘The whole tree, in a bottle,’
l Their second fragrance,
With packaging that is pure Diptyque
smiles Myriam.
L’Autre, was inspired by a visit
– again, referencing the archive in the
It is her role, today, to take design
to the ancient city of Palmyra,
patterns on the boxes – it has gone on
elements from Diptyque’s rich history
in Syria.
to become another bestseller.
and use them as a launch-pad for new
That actual store at No.34 Boulevard
designs, collections and fragrances.
l Famous Diptyque fans
Saint-Germain – still a mecca for
And never is that more gloriously done
include Jane Birkin, Marisa
perfume-lovers, chic hostesses (and now
than at Christmas. Diptyque’s illustrated
Berenson, Manolo Blahnik,
Instagrammers) from around the world –
packaging – always in the true spirit of
Catherine Deneuve and
remains an Aladdin’s cave, with its array
the house – is awaited impatiently by
Philippe Starck.
of candles, eaux de toilette and eaux de
‘collectors’ who beat a path to Diptyque
parfum, bird diffusers (see p.38), giant
boutiques for each year’s limited edition
egg-timer shaped room fragrancers and quite the most
advent calendars, candles and even the carrier bags.
glamorous in-car fragrance options on the planet. Retaining
For 2018 (as in 2010 and 2016), Myriam’s ‘accomplice’ in
the warm, inviting feel of that original bazaar, it really
putting together Diptyque Christmas is Parisian designer
doesn’t look too different from when a smiling Desmond
Pierre Marie, who has also been designing silk scarves for
posed for the photo, opposite, behind the counter.
Hermes since 2008. ‘The Legend of the North’ – evoked
‘When we were working on the book, Christine turned
on packaging, labels and a joyous video on the Diptyque
to me one day and smiled: “You know, we just had so
website – was written by Pierre in collaboration with his
much fun!”’, Myriam recalls. And as we plug in our heavenpartner Ahmed Terbaoui. This winter tale features spirits
scented car diffusers, unwrap a candle with a fairytale on
from imaginary folklore – a lion, a mermaid and a deer –
its label, or step inside any one of the ‘bazaars’ around
and bestows on Diptyque candles magical powers. (Which
the globe, I’m sure Christine and her two friends would
they surely have in real life, non?)
be thrilled to know that thanks to their creative legacy,
Myriam’s long-term fragrance collaborator, meanwhile, is
perfume-lovers are still having fun with Diptyque, today.
Givaudan’s Olivier Pescheux, who has now created over 50
scents and candles for Diptyque, including 2018’s Légende
du Nord candles: Amande Exquise (bitter almond essence,
The ‘Legend of the North’ collection is £30-420 at Diptyque
heliotrope, tonka), Baume d’Ambre (benzoin, lavender
stores and in-store departments. diptyque.com
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The original Diptyque
store in the 60s; below,
the debut candle trio;
Desmond behind the
counter in the shop

Myriam
Badault

Left: Pierre Marie. Above: an early
Diptyque fabric design

Pierre Marie’s ‘Legend of
the North’ candles
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The

gift guide
Out-of-this world perfumed presents
for everyone on your list

stocking fillers
The scented extras we’re asking Santa for this year
Floris Luxury Soap
Collection £45
florislondon.com

Cire Trudon Odeurs d’Egypte Trio £125 harrods.com

Aromatherapy Associates Miniature Bath & Shower Collection
£40 aromatherapyassociates.com

Roger & Gallet Hand Cream Trio
£17 escentual.com
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BYREDO Hand Care Moment Soaps
£27 each byredo.com

Goutal Eau d’Hadrien Discovery
Set £48 At Harrods

Diptyque Carrousel (without
candle) £45 diptyque.com

Liz Earle Cleanse & Polish Hot
Cloth Cleanser Rose & Cedarwood
£23.50 lizearle.com

Juicy Couture Viva La Juicy
Stocking Stuffer £9.99
debenhams.com

tip
Don’t forget the
tangerine in the toe of
the stocking – it’s part
of everyone’s olfactory
Christmas memoryscape

Penhaligon’s Lip Balm Number One
Formula £10 penhaligons.com

Acqua di Parma
Colonia Scented
Paper £46
harrods.com

Dior La Maison
Christian Dior Soap
£35 dior.com

Mugler Perfuming Pens
£26 mugler.co.uk

Crabtree & Evelyn Boogie Wonderhands Hand Therapy Vault £72 crabtree-evelyn.com
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CRACKERS & BAUBLES
What the perfume-lover’s Christmas tree and table
should be wearing, this Christmas
Floral Street
bauble £22
floralstreet.com

Heathcote & Ivory Salsa Silks Bath Fizzer Crackers £6 heathcote-ivory.com

The White Company Orange Rind Christmas Cracker £25 thewhitecompany.com

Molton Brown Festive Shower Gel Baubles
£10 moltonbrown.co.uk
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Molton Brown Festive Bauble
Gift Set £25 moltonbrown.co.uk

Elemis Frangipani Monoi Cracker £15 elemis.com

Aromatherapy Associates Pearl of Wisdom
Bauble £12 aromatherapyassociates.com

tip
If you want
the most
fragrant
Christmas
tree, seek out
a balsam fir
or a Douglas
fir tree

Molton Brown The Icons Cracker £20 moltonbrown.co.uk

Molton Brown Distinguished Treats Cracker £20 moltonbrown.co.uk

Jo Malone London Customisable Giant Cracker From £215 (depending on your choice of
candle, bath product, Body Crème and Cologne/Cologne Intense) At Jo Malone London counters and stores
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DISCOVERY BOXES

Blowing our own (angelic) trumpet here with these Perfume Society curations,
alongside collections from beautiful brands – all showcased on our website

For lovers of ‘indie’ scents

The Niche Collection 2/£15* to V.I.P. Club Members, £19 to everyone
else – as usual with gorgeous beauty ‘extras’

For a far-flung perfume lover
International Subscription/£20 for a
year of The Scented Letter online

tip

For someone who loves to be different
Escentric Molecules Art & Chemistry Set
£25 Eight to try from the scent world’s rebels

For a hard-working friend

Day & Night/£15 to V.I.P. Club Members, £19 to everyone else.
Desk-to-dinner discoveries
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If you’re feeling generous,
why not slip a handwritten or home-printed
voucher for a full size
fragrance inside the box
you’re gifting? (Best to
check out the prices, first!)

For a magazine-loving perfumista
Six print editions of The Scented Letter
£75 per year

For him

The New Man/£15 to V.I.P.s, £19 to everyone else.
A chap’s entire scent wardrobe, in one box

The stocking filler

Floral Street Discovery Set/£12. Eight
contemporary flower-powered minis

For someone in need of TLC

Treat Yourself/£15 to V.I.P.s, £19 to everyone else. With minis
of two divine Aromatherapy Associates Shower & Bath Oils

For the man (or woman) of mystery
Tom Daxon Discovery Set Two/£45. Five x
generous 4.5ml sprays of smouldering scents

FOR THE FASHIONISTA

The Fragrance Wardrobe
£15* to V.I.P. Club Members, £19 to everyone else.
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* All prices are plus flat-rate P&P of £3 per order

For the eco-conscious friend

Sana Jardin Discovery Scent/£30. Seven to try from a
sustainable, socially responsible new fragrance name
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SETS TO SWOON OVER
Beautiful boxes, exquisite scents (and often a thrilling little ‘extra’ or two)

Tom Ford Private Blend Collection Coffret 6 Mini Decanter Fragrance Gift Set £240 johnlewis.com

Alaia Nude Beauty Case £67 johnlewis.com

Goutal Tenue de Soirée Eau de Parfum
100ml Gift Set £147 libertylondon.com

Jo Malone London Luxury Cologne Collection
£370 At Jo Malone London stores

Michael Kors Wonderlust Eau de Parfum
50ml Gift Set £68 debenhams.com
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Mugler Angel Advent Calendar for Her
£115 theperfumeshop.com

Clinique Aromatics Elixir Riches Kit
£53 clinique.co.uk

Chanel Les Exclusifs Discovery Set £230 chanel.com

DKNY Stories Eau de Parfum 50ml Gift Set
£61 boots.com

Penhaligon’s Luna Dreamer Collection
£58 penhaligons.com

Cartier La Panthère Gift Set £110 fabled.com
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Givenchy L’Interdit Eau de Parfum Gift
Set for Her £69 theperfumeshop.com

Kilian Discovery Set £175 harveynichols.com

Guerlain Mon Guerlain Eau de Parfum 50ml Christmas
Gift Set £73 feelunique.com
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Prada La Femme L’Eau 100ml Eau de Toilette Fragrance
Gift Set £93.49 johnlewis.com

Maison Francis Kurkdjian Baccarat Rouge
540 Travel Set £195 selfridges.com

Floris The Perfumer’s Wardrobe £200
florislondon.com

Issey Miyake L’Eau d’Issey Pure Nectar Eau de Parfum
Set £62 johnlewis.com

Molton Brown Luxury Fragrance Collection
£400 moltonbrown.co.uk

tip

Estée Lauder Modern Muse Nuit Eau de
Parfum 50ml Seductive Christmas Gift Set
£79 boots.com

Everyone loves a
surprise – but it’s
important to get a
gift right. Why not
ask a friend/loved
one to give you a
list of three or four
scents they’d love
for Christmas – and it
will still be a surprise
when they open the
one you’ve bought

Roger & Gallet Extrait de Cologne Neroli Facétie
Candle Coffret £44 lookfantastic.com

Frédéric Malle 25-piece Holiday
Coffret Box £450 harrods.com

Van Cleef & Arpels Collection Extraordinaire Bois Doré 75ml Eau
de Parfum Gift Set £107.90 johnlewis.com
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IT’S ALL ABOUT THE BOTTLE
Fabulous flacons and collectible editions - swoon, swoon, swoon!

Jean Paul Gaultier Classique
Christmas Collector’s Edition £86.50
(100ml EDT) debenhams.com

Atkinsons Falling in Leaves £300
(100ml eau de parfum) harrods.com

Editions de Parfums Frédéric Malle Limited
Edition Bigarade Concentrée £180 (100ml
eau de parfum) libertylondon.co.uk
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Jean Paul Gaultier Le Male Christmas
Collector’s Edition £66.50
(125ml EDT) debenhams.com

Viktor & Rolf BonBon
£105 (90ml EDP) debenhams.com

Editions de Parfums Frédéric Malle En
Passant £180 (100ml eau de parfum)
libertylondon.co.uk

Sisley Soir d’Orient
£184 (100ml EDP) At Harrods

Viktor & Rolf Flowerbomb£105
(100ml EDP) debenhams.com

Editions de Parfums Frédéric Malle Iris
Poudrée £205 (100ml eau de parfum)
libertylondon.co.uk

Lalique Mon Premier Cristal Blooming
Lumière Limited Edition
£910 (80ml absolu de parfum) lalique.com

Lalique Mon Premier Cristal Blooming
Sensuel Limited Edition
£910 (80ml absolu de parfum) lalique.com

Lalique Mon Premier Cristal Blooning
Tendre Limited Edition
£910 (80ml absolu de parfum) lalique.com

tip
If you’re given a special
fragrance, always keep
it in the box it was
presented in to protect
against UV light damage

Carolina Herrera Good Girl Velvet Fatale
Collector’s Edition £94.50 (80ml EDP)
theperfumeshop.com

Angel Sapphire Star Bottle £140
(75ml EDP) mugler.co.uk

Chanel No5 Grand Extrait Baccarat Bottle
£25,000 (900ml eau de parfum) chanel.com

Guerlain l’Abeille Eternelle
£59,000 At Harrods

Salvatore Ferragamo Amo
£72 (50ml eau de parfum) harveynichols.com

Dior La Maison
Christian Dior Soap
£35 dior.com

Estée Lauder Modern Muse All Grown Up
Perfume Compact £350 harrods.com
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coffrets for him

When he smells good, you look good. Everyone wins when you gift any
of these men’s fragrance collctions

Coach For Men Platinum Gift Set £49
johnlewis.com

Floris Fragrance Travel Collection for Him
£75 florislondon.com

Penhaligon’s Fearless Explorer Collection
£175 penhaligons.com

Dunhill London Icon Absolute Gift Set
£99 debenhams.com

Paco Rabanne Pure XS for Him Eau de Toilette 50ml
Gift Set £48.50 boots.com
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John Varvatos Artisan Pure Gift Set
£73 debenhams.com

Creed Men’s Discovery Coffret
£250 selfridges.com

Cartier Déclaration Gift Set
£59 johnlewis.com

Issey Miyake L’Eau d’Issey Pour Homme
Gift Set £44 johnlewis.com

tip
Many gift boxes are
simply too beautiful
to recycle (never
mind throw away).
Take out the inner
packaging and re-use
them for protecting
and storing your most
precious Xmas tree
decorations
Viktor & Rolf Spicebomb Gift Set
£59 boots.com

Prada L’Homme 100ml Eau de Toilette Fragrance
Gift Set £72.59 johnlewis.com

Aramis Classic Eau de Toilette
Gift Set £49 debenhams.com

Tom Ford Oud Wood 3 Piece Set
£228 selfridges.com
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candles

Flickeringly fabulous fragrant finds for the home

Fornasetti Don Giovanni
Rose Patchouli Candle
£140 harveynichols.com

Acqua di Parma Colonia
£60 acquadiparma.com

Cloon Keen Atelier Noble Fir
£40 lessenteurs.com

Floral Street The Fireplace
Candle £28 floralstreet.com

Lalique Voyage du Parfumeur Le
Desert Candle £62 lalique.com
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Anya Hindmarch Jumbo All Over Stickers Candle
£350 anyahindmarch.com

Fornasetti Regalo Candle
£140 harrods.com

Penhaligon’s Caught in the Powder Room Gift Set
(matches and 290g candle) £58 penhaligons.com

Lumira Nuit de Noel Candle
£49 selfridges.com

Editions de Parfums Frédéric
Malle Country Home
£60 fredericmalle.com

Editions de Parfums Frédéric
Malle Mahogany
£60 fredericmalle.com

Maison Francis Kurkdjian
Mon Beau Sapin Candle
£55 selfridges.com

Miller Harris Wintertide Candle
£45 millerharris.com

BYREDO Chai Candle
£54 byredo.co.uk

Diptyque Indoor and Outdoor Feu de Bois Candle £420 diptyque.com

tip

BYREDO La Selection Violette Mini Candle Set £85 byredo.co.uk

Always, always
burn a candle
across from edge
to edge first time
you light it, to
avoid ‘tunnelling’

Gucci Fumus Star Eye Candle
£265 gucci.com

Creed Men’s Discovery Coffret
£250 selfridges.com

Ormonde Jayne Nocturne
Candle £75 ormondejayne.com

Jo Malone London White Moss & Snowdrop Deluxe Candle
£126 jomalone.co.uk

Victoria Cator Santa Baby
£135 victoriacator.com

Sisley Soir d’Orient Candle
£56 sisley-paris.com

Goutal Une Forêt d’Or
Limited Edition Candle
£65 houseoffraser.co.uk
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SCENTS OF HOME

More fabulous ways to fragrance your home that look as good as they smell
Diptyque Bird
Diffuser £250
diptyque.com

Ormonde Jayne Ta’if
Reed Diffuser 500ml £250
ormondejayne.com

Acqua di Parma Colonia Room Diffuser
180ml £65 acquadiparma.com
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Anya Hindmarch Diffusers (choice of Pencil Shavings,
Lollipop, Chewing Gum) £99 anyahindmarch.com

Crabtree & Evelyn Psychedelic Scents Home Fragrance Set
£80 crabtree-evelyn.com

tip

Ruth Mastenbroek Signature Diffuser
150ml £30 ruthmastenbroek.com

Miller Harris Mossket Reed Diffuser
£85 millerharris.com

© SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

BYREDO Fleur Fantôme Room Spray
£85 for 250ml byredo.co.uk

Don’t stick diffusers
in a corner – they
need air to circulate
to diffuse properly.
Instead choose a
coffee table or any
table in the middle
of a room

NEOM Christmas Wish Home Collection
£47 neomorganics.com
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AN AROMATIC LIFE

MEMORIES, DREAMS,
REFLECTIONS
Duran Duran have celebrated 40 years of making charttopping music with the launch of a very different fragrance
collection with D.S. & Durga – shaped by passionate
perfumista SIMON LE BON, who shares his life in scents here
What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling? I remember
very clearly the smell of infant school.
God, it was awful. It was partly the
fact it was right next to the canteen,
which made for horrible food smells –
but the underlying smell was children
separated from their parents for the
first time. Fear and sadness.
When did you realise that scent
was really important to you?
Probably as a teenager. I remember
being astonished when the smell of
something – I don’t remember what –
was able to transport me utterly to a
time before. The only other thing that
can do that is music; it’s an incredible
quality they both share.
What was the first fragrance you
were given? I don’t remember.
Probably because I didn’t like it.
What was the first fragrance you
bought for yourself? It was actually
a Sure deodorant, sometime in
the 1970s. It was called Musk but
it was definitely more woody –
sandalwood-y – than musky. I really
loved that smell.
Have you had different fragrances
for different phases of your life?
Only really one, up until we made
the Duran Duran fragrances – a musk
oil that I really adore and which I’ve
been wearing since around 1984
when I bought it in a posh boutique
in the West End that sold clothes
and other things, too. I’m not going
to say what it is because I don’t want
anyone else to smell like it! I layer
it with other things. Over the years,
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it’s been layered with pheromones,
probably frankfurter juice – you name
it! Now I also wear the D.S. & Durga
Duran Duran fragrances (and layer
them, too). The one that’s most ‘me’
is Hungry Like The Wolf, which is the
most outrageous – lots of leather.
The smell that always makes me feel
happy is... the smell of wood burning,
especially outdoors – a bonfire or a
fire on the beach; that combination of
the wood, the burning, the sea.
The smell that always makes me feel
a bit sad is... lily of the valley. It can
make me burst into tears because
that’s the smell of my mother and
she’s no longer with us. And any smell
that reminds me of times gone by,
really, making me sad for the loss of
those times or that person.
The scent that I love on a woman...
Chanel No.19. I love the smell of my
wife Yasmin but that’s more than just
Chanel No.19 – it’s her own fragrance,
too. Scents can be great on some
people and not others; when it works,
it enhances the natural scent of
that person. I used to love YSL Rive
Gauche, and I like Chloe, too – a sort
of clean American laundry smell. And
Frédéric Malle Portrait of a Lady. I
could go on...!
The fragrance from the past that I
always wanted to smell is...
frankincense and myrrh. I was
completely enamoured by the idea
of them since reading about them
in the Bible as a kid, but when I did
eventually smell frankincense and
myrrh, I thought: ‘Hmmm, that’s nice.’

Not the extraordinary smell icons I’d
made them into, though.
What is your favourite book about
smells? I really enjoyed the Patrick
Süskind novel, Perfume.
How did it come about that Duran
Duran launched a fragrance
collection? We were sitting down
discussing what we could do to
celebrate 40 years in music, and
someone said, ‘What about a
fragrance?’ And I said, ‘I’m totally
up for that. I’ve got to be involved
because I’m so “olfactory-centric.”’
Then our manager, Wendy, met
David Seth Moltz and his wife Kavi
of D.S.& Durga at an event and
mentioned the idea to them. They
were totally up for the project and
just two weeks later we had our first
meeting at David’s studio in Brooklyn.
I smelled Burning Barbershop and I
thought, ‘this is the kind of stuff I really
like.’ We knew we couldn’t launch 40
fragrances – one for each year – so
instead chose one song from each
decade to translate into a perfume.
David and I got talking and smelling
things and he’d ask what I thought;
the back-and-forth was all just so
exciting and interesting. The process
of designing a fragrance turned out
to be like writing a song: it’s visceral
and instinctive and a naturally creative
process – not at all contrived. And I’m
really proud of what we’ve made.
D.S. & Durga x Duran Duran
fragrances – Hungry Like The Wolf,
Skin Divers, Come Undone and You Kill
Me With Silence – are priced £75 for
10ml pocket perfume liberty.co.uk

Rive Gauche and Chanel
No.19; frankincense;
an outdoor fire

Simon’s five
favourite smells
1 WATER In all its different
forms: rain on stone on a hot
summer afternoon, the smell of
the sea, rivers, even snow.
2 CREOSOTE I grew up in
suburban Pinner where our
houses were all defined by
fences. People used to creosote
them regularly, and I’d always
stop to smell. I discovered
there’s a similar scent below
decks on HMS Victory (below) –
the smell of tar and pitch.

3 THE SOUTH OF FRANCE
In particular an area called La
Garrigue, which smells of herbs
and sage and other aromatics.
I once did a long sea voyage
and I swear you could smell
this out to sea, 30 miles off the
coast of France.
4 MY GRANDSON Our
middle daughter Saffron and
her partner Benji have a sixmonth-old, Taro, who smells
incredible. His smell changes
– and I guess it’s the scent of
my daughter’s milk, but the
back of his neck is like a salted
caramel sweetie.

Nostalgic lily of the valley; three of the four D.S. & Durga x Duran Duran scents

5 SCALEXTRIC When the cars
are going around the track...
Some electrical equipment and
motors give off the same sort
of smell, and I remember that
from before I could even
speak.
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One of Simon’s five favourite smells –
the scent of the South of France
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Making the invisible…

VISIBLE
Two dynamic figures in fragrance have launched their own
collection – brought to life not just through scent but colour, art and a
Marylebone pop-up. Suzy Nightingale talks to the Ostens founders

THE GODS OF FRAGRANT FATE were smiling when Chris
Yu met Laurent Delafon via a chance encounter in Liberty
perfumery. Laurent at the time had one of the plummiest
roles in perfume distribution, for Diptyque. Chris, a lifelong fragrance nut (see his #ShareMyStash in Issue 27
of The Scented Letter) was then in computers. To cut a
long story short, not too long after that meeting, these
life-long fragrance aficionados took the plunge to go into
business together, founding the highly successful fragrance
distribution company United Perfumes – responsible
for scenting our homes via creative partnerships with
companies like Cire Trudon and Fornasetti, Culti Milano
and Anya Hindmarch Smells, among others. (They
fragrance our bodies, too: United Perfumes have long
worked with Maison Francis Kurkdjian.)
Over the years, they’d often been asked: ‘Why don’t
you guys launch your own fragrances?’ But it was actually
a Perfume Society event that helped spur them finally to
take the plunge: an exclusive afternoon at which VIP Club
Members were invited to experience the mind-blowing
beauty of some of the natural ingredients produced
by Laboratoires Monique Rémy [LMR Naturals]. This
company is one of the world’s leading producers of natural
ingredients for the high-end perfume industry, specialising
in essential oils, absolutes, resinoids, concretes and highly
technical, molecular distilled constituents, sitting under the
umbrella of International Flavors & Fragrances [IFF].
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Our noses were delighted. Our minds blown.
Everyone at that event, from connoisseur to consummate
professional, was astounded not only at the immense
quality of the LMR Naturals materials we inhaled, but their
infinite complexities.
‘We were so energised by that event,’ Chris recalls, ‘we
thought: “What if we could give this to the customer…”’
He and Laurent had the idea of making heroes of those
ingredients and using them in a unique way, almost
offering a direct line from the supplier to people who
crave exquisite quality perfume. ‘These materials are
not exclusive to us,’ Laurent makes clear. ‘Every single
perfumer worth their salt, every brand that wants the
highest quality, will have used them. But,’ he continues,
‘they are not generally celebrated.’ Instead of being in the
chorus, these ingredients were to be placed centre-stage.
But it was never going to be a case of basically
decanting those very special LMR ingredients into bottles
and sticking a label on them. For one thing, under IFRA
guidelines, they wouldn’t be legally compliant in such
high concentrations – so we’d never be able to wear
them on our skins. And for another, the art of perfumery
just isn’t that simple. The skill of the perfumer is to take
an ingredient and create a kind of modern alchemy,
transforming it into something more than the sum of its
parts. In the case of the Ostens fragrances – the line-up
launches with five fragrance oils and six eaux de parfum –

“

We know
people don’t
live in some
perfumed
bubble where
they only wear
one brand

”

that means the judicious use of additional ingredients, to
enhance the characteristics of each central inspiration.
There are two Ostens collections: Préparations, which
are oils – to be worn alone, or layered – and Impressions,
the eaux de parfums. ‘For these fragrances we had only
one thing to focus on, which was the olfactive impact,’
explains Laurent, who enlisted some of the world’s leading
perfumers to work on the Ostens creations, including
Dominique Ropion, Bruno Jovanovich and Sophie Labbé.
And now it is time for me to smell them. Chris untucks
a small bottle from a velvet pouch and holds aloft the
glass wand applicator of Ostens Fragrance Oil Préparation
Jasmine Absolute, motioning that I should apply it to my
wrist. And holy moly, when I do, an explosion of olfactive
naughtiness wafts forth. As my eyes almost roll back
into my head in sheer bliss, Chris and Laurent burst out
laughing. I’m suddenly in a whole barn-full of jasmine
blossoms, deliciously drowning in them and giving myself
over to the sweet smell of steaming hay that seems to
resonate. And most of all, to a deeply indolic, leathery
aspect rarely allowed to shine in a fragrance – so animalic
it could be the furry embrace of a white tiger, purring one
minute, gently snarling the next.
Laurent and Chris explain the reason they wanted to
offer the Préparations oils is to encourage people ‘to take
pleasure in that ritual of anointing yourself once again’.
But also – vitally – using an oil as the base enables them
legally to ramp-up the amount of a particular fragrant
ingredient. In this form, the Préparation Rose Oil Isparta,
for example, ‘is available to the public for the first time
in the highest IFRA-permitted amount’ – which means it’s
a 4% concentration of oil in the oil base. And as for that
base itself? As Chris explains, it’s a mixture of natural oil
and synthetic, because ‘if you put a natural in a purely
natural base oil, it kind of sinks, it flattens.’
I could also wax lyrical about Préparation Rose Oil
Isparta. But instead I’ll quote its IFF perfumer,
Dominique Ropion, perhaps the foremost rose-loving
nose in the world. He describes the LMR rose oil from
Isparta as: ‘A beautiful combination of rose and red fruits
with lychee aspects, which is particular to the Turkish
oil. There is also a surprising artichoke effect,’ he adds–
surprising, indeed, but once he’s explained it, your nose
definitely detects it – adding that, ‘you would smell this if
you were standing next to a rose distillation factory
during the harvest!’ Were we left in any doubt as to his
opinion on this material, Ropion concludes, ’It’s the
highest quality of rose oil that exists, probably partly
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thanks to the large copper stills in which it’s distilled.’
Each Ostens Préparations oil can, of course, be enjoyed
alone, but perhaps more thrillingly, it can act as a booster
to whatever other fragrance you’d like to pair it with. On
this subject, Chris and Laurent are equally candid: ‘You
don’t have to only layer the oils with our fragrances,’
Laurent acknowledges. ‘We know people don’t live like
that nowadays – in some perfumed bubble where they
only wear one brand,’ Chris adds, with refreshing honesty.
So try the oils to magnify anything you already own and
love, to give it a twist, or with something you got that just
wasn’t quite right, that needed something bigger, softer,
fresher, different. But my advice is: do, do, DO also try
layering them with Ostens’ own eaux de parfum.
Ostens refer to these eaux de parfum as Impressions.
Each takes an LMR ‘hero ingredient’
as the creative jumping off point
– cedarwood, patchouli heart,
rose Isparta, jasmine absolute and
Cashmeran Velvet. Sometimes, that
ingredient has been used as the central
focus of the fragrance, but ‘sometimes
it is more akin to a spice, used sparingly
yet dramatically,’ explains Chris. Each
fragrance oil has a corresponding eau
de parfum – except for the Patchouli
Heart, which has two accompanying
options, partly because Chris and
Laurent literally could not decide which
submission was more perfect. (And
having worn both, I get that!)
Olivier Polge’s Impression Patchouli
Heart No. 1, for instance, evokes:
‘Melting wax. The resinous dust from a
violin’s bow. Crushed biscuits, cooked
molasses. Old bricks, decorative tiles,
worn stone floors.’ By contrast, No.2 (by
Sophie Labbé), is cooler, like a wearable
shadow: ‘Church cloisters, pressed
flowers, ink on parchment.’ (Fancy
something a bit fluffier with that No.2 patchouli? Ostens
advocate layering it over Cashmeran Velvet Fragrance Oil
Préparation, for example, to add warmth and dimension
to woody and spicy scents.)
On each bottle, alongside the fragrance name, you’ll
also find details of the ingredient, country of origin,
supplier and concentration. ‘There is now an appetite for
transparency in our industry that you already find in food,’
observes Chris. ‘You can almost get name of the cow your
steak was from, learn the location of the farm they grew
up on, go on their Instagram page and see pictures of the
farmer who looked after it. It’s the same thing for wine.
Now the beauty industry is following suit and there are
peer-to-peer discussions, community reviews, fan pages...’
Chris believes that the internet has utterly changed the
landscape for fragrance: ‘Your readers – and I’m not just

trying to flatter you here,’ he grins, ‘are a prime example
of the people we speak to. Perfume Society members
are so clued up. They want to go into a store and be told
more than “well, this is new and it’s made with pure rose
petals”, when they know that’s not true because they’ve
researched it.’
That knowledge also empowers fragrance-wearers to be
more daring and to experiment. And with the potential for
so many different combinations, this opportunity through
layering to create a bespoke Ostens blend depending on
your mood, or simply in a spirit of adventure, is central
to the vision of this ground-breaking perfume house. ‘We
want people to feel excited about fragrance,’ Chris says,
‘to feel in control, but with a child-like wonderment.’
That’s something you’re certainly likely to feel stepping
through the door of their Marylebone
pop-up, where you can currently
immerse yourself in the Ostens sensory
universe, first-hand.
Pushing the boundaries in all
directions, Ostens want this to be a
place where people can reimagine
and talk about perfume in new ways
– using a visual language to express
how a fragrance or ingredients makes
them feel. As part of that, each hero
ingredient has been ‘interpreted into
a unique colour pairing. A colour
combination evoking the intensity and
emotion felt from its unique scent.’
The paintings you see on these pages
are the work of UK-based fine artist
and photographer Philippa Stanton
(her Instagram account @5ftinf has an
astonishing 431K+ followers), who is
‘synaesthesic’; in other words, Philippa
sees smells as colours. But in the Ostens
space, customers will themselves be
invited to interpret the fragrances
in their own way, creating individual
colour combinations which will then be displayed for other
visitors to see.
This is just the start of the Ostens adventure – for the
founders are determined that these fragrances won’t be
sold via traditional retail, but in other creative settings
and ways. Chris Yu and Laurent Delafon are on a mission
to turn fragrance into a two-way dialogue, the wearer
(or visitor to the pop-up) becoming part of an interactive
conversation about fragrance. So Ostens are doing more
than merely creating fragrances – they’re communicating
that excitement of experiencing superlative smells in all
their mind-blowing beauty.
Something we can all relate to. And indeed, the very
reason The Perfume Society exists...

“

We want
people to feel
excited about
fragrance – to
feel in control,
but with a
child-like
wonderment

”
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Ostens, 62 Blandford Street, London W1U 7JE ostens.com

Above: the
six Ostens
Impressions
eaux de
parfum. Left:
founders
Laurent
Delafon (left)
and Chris Yu
outside the
Marylebone
pop-up

Right: the five
Préparations
fragrance oils,
for wearing
alone or
layering.
All coloured
artwork on
these pages
is by Philippa
Stanton
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latest launches
Scent storage secrets

If you’re lucky enough to
be given fragrance for
Christmas, you may be
happy to keep it on your
dressing table, admire
the bottle and spritz with
abandon. But if it’s an
extra-special scent, it
pays dividends to care
for your fragrances...

One of the questions we’re most
often asked is ‘how can I stop a
fragrance from going off?’ Here’s
how we respond...
1 The biggest enemies of fragrance
are UV light and heat. The very best
way to protect a purchase is to keep it
inside the box. (We recently excavated
a 25-year-old scent that had been
kept in a drawer, in its box – the very
best storage tip of all – and it was as
good as the day it was first spritzed.)
We find the perfume/parfum
concentration is the most badly
affected by light. As this is also the
priciest, it pays to keep it tucked away.

2 If you like to display your bottles –
they’re so beautiful, after all – then be
sure to position them so that they get
absolutely no direct sunlight
whatsoever.
3 Dark glass bottles, lacquered or
metal bottles are naturally UV
protective – the scent bottle
equivalent of sunglasses.
4 Fragrances are also affected by heat
– and temperature fluctuations. The
very worst spot to store fragrance is
the bathroom, where temperatures
tend to go up and down wildly. But
also be sure to keep them away from
the vicinity of radiators or areas where
fan heaters are put on to blast.

THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches
as on our perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your
visual clue to the families. These are listed below. Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know
which you fall into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first.
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ACQUA DI PARMA

AERIN

AMOUAGE

Colonia X Clym Evernden

Éclat de Vert

Love Tuberose

Acqua di Parma’s utterly classic,
quintessential Cologne gets all
dressed up for Christmas – as do their
Christmas gifts (see p.21-39) – in this
Colonia Artist Edition, wittily
decorated by award-winning artist and
art director Clym Evernden. (Do check
out his Instagram @clymdraws.) A
timeless classic, equally at home on a
woman’s skin as a man’s, this positively
sparkles with lavender, verbena and
Damask rose, offering a final embrace
of vetiver, sandalwood and patchouli.
£151 for 180ml eau de Cologne
acquadiparma.com

Something to brighten even the
dullest, gloomiest of winter days –
fresh, sparkling and giving the sense
that it’s filled with shafts of sunlight,
streaming through a green, leafy
canopy brilliantly evoked by elements
of lentisque and a breeze of
galbanum. Aerin Lauder was inspired
by the South of France to create Éclat
de Vert, gathering notes of citrus,
magnolia and jasmine and bestowing
on them a mysterious, woody depth.
Merveilleux.
£150 for 50ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Tuberose-lovers, prepare to have your
pulse quickened by Amouage’s
‘manifestation of passion, hope and
adventure’. Created as an enigmatic
and elegant love story, ‘reminiscent of
Russian literature and classical music’,
this epic fusion of romantic white
flowers opens with a burst of tuberose,
jasmine and gardenia, garlanding a
sweet, gourmand-esque heart of
Chantilly cream and vanilla. For depth,
there’s cedarwood and sandalwood.
This is as feminine as fragrance gets.
£290 for 100ml eau de parfum
amouage.com

ANGELA FLANDERS

ATIKINSONS

BEAUTY PIE

Taffeta

White Rose de Alix

Brazilian Lime,
Fig Leaves & Tea

Capturing that time when dusk falls,
Taffeta embodies mysterious light,
chilled air, senses alive with possibility.
Dewy hyacinth is speckled with the
hushed rasp of peppery lavender,
adding a dry rustle to the beautifully
powdered iris and lipsticky rose in the
heart. Smoky tendrils of vetiver flicker
between the shadows and surprising
freshness of the base – a juxtaposition
that invites and beguiles while evoking
the elusive, colour-changing quality of
the fabric it’s inspired by.
£69 for 30ml eau de parfum
angelaflanders-perfumer.com

Queen Victoria’s favourite grandchild,
Princess Alix, was so fond of Atkinson’s
White Rose that she apparently
ordered a bottle every six weeks. 108
years later, Atkinsons have reinvented
the classic scent for a modern world.
The exquisite Chypre-floral focuses on
a bright, fresh white rose, with lychee
and raspberry adding flourishes of
fruitiness. A base of soft musks,
labdanum, vanilla and patchouli make
it exceedingly moreish – the perfect
way to tap into your inner princess.
£130 for 100ml eau de toilette
selfridges.com

Well, this is an interesting way to
market fragrance. Beauty Pie’s
fragrances will be priced £125 to
non-members – but if you’re a fully
paid-up member, just £18.46. (And
with fragrances this good, created by
perfumer Frank Voekl, that’s a steal.)
This citrus-fresh creation just pipped
Red Apple, Wild Peony & Cashmere
Wood and Petals and Helioptrope &
Ambrette to become our favourite of
the trio – clean, sophisticated, modern
and with a nuzzly amber/cedar finale.
£125 for 100ml eau de parfum
beautypie.com
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J’Adore Absolu

Rose Kabuki

Wood Pour Femme

When creating this new twist on Dior’s
iconic J’adore, perfumer François
Demachy recounts: ‘I wanted the full
intensity of jasmine to shine through.
It is animalic, fruity and brimming with
sunshine.’ So he fused jasmine
sambac with sun-drenched Grasse
jasmine, garlanding the duo of white
flowers in orange flower and rose, for
‘more nectar-like, lush accents’,
adding a whisper of magnolia
absolute. (Do watch out for the
fah-bu-lous Charlize Theron ad, too.)
£81 for 50ml eau de parfum
dior.com

François Demachy himself sums up his
scents as note-perfectly as anyone
can. So here, he explains, ‘I wanted to
create a delicate rose swathed in
powdery, cottony musks, bringing to
mind the immaculate faces of
traditional Japanese Kabuki theatre. A
rose that is pink at heart, enveloped in
a white that haloes its petals. Its
caressing softness is pricked with vivid,
dew-pearled greens.’ And this utterly
fresh, cool rose has us dreaming of
far-off summer and rose bowers.
From £200 for 125 ml eau de parfum
dior.com

The latest fragrance from the so-cool
design team of Dean and Dan Caten
bubbles over with the vivacity of an
escaped giggle – Sicilian mandarin
and raspberry leaf dancing with the
clarity granted by lily of the valley and
magnolia. Shards of luminescent
jasmine pierce the peach-skin
fuzziness of osmanthus, and the
musky, woody base feels like ice
crystals formed on a cashmere scarf. A
joyfully exuberant yet totally modern
take on laid-back, cheeky chic.
£59 for 50ml eau de toilette
harveynichols.com

Fleur de Lalita

DUSITA

L’Edition

ELLE

ESTEE LAUDER

Rhapsodic rose de Mai swoons into
the arms of jasmine, softly pressed
between the waxy petals of magnolia
absolute and Madonna lily, lavishly
anointed with the sappy freshness of
galbanum. Blending Siamese
spirituality with the traditions of fine
French fragrance, Dusita perfumer and
founder Pissara Umavijani is further
inspired by her late father’s poetry. The
whole collection deserves your wrists,
neck and décolletage to fully explore
its luscious serenity.
£168 for 50ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

ELLE isn’t just a magazine – it’s
become a brand. Now it’s a fragrance,
too, setting out to embody the
free-spirited attitude of contemporary
women. The perfect, effortless
daywear scent, we’re finding, with the
floral-fruitiness of mandarin, freesia,
lemon and pear softening to peony,
jasmine, lily of the valley, rose and just
a hint of fuzzy peach. Sandalwood,
cedarwood and musk add depth and a
longevity that could easily take you
from desk to dinner.
From £35 for 30ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

Beautiful Belle is ‘inspired by today’s
modern bride, who challenges
tradition, making her own rules in
love and life.’ We’d say the first rule
to break is that you need to be a
bride to plight your troth to this
addictive floral Oriental, effervescing
with lychee, rose petals, pear
blossom, mimosa, orange flower and
gardenia, closed by layers of Ambrox,
orris absolute, a blush suede accord
and an unexpected twist in the tail of
marzipan musk.
From £52 for 30ml eau de parfum
esteelauder.co.uk
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Beautiful Belle

ETRO

Musk

Love & Crime

EX IDOLO

FIAT 500

Spritz Etro Musk on a woman’s neck.
Do the same on a man’s. Whoever
wears this latest from the jet-set’s
favourite boho-chic fashion label, the
result is wonderfully nuzzleable, simply
enhancing the natural scent of warm
skin as only a contemporary musk can.
Bergamot, grapefruit, verbena, cedar,
guaiac and Indian sandalwood also
feature, technically – but it’s the musk
that delivers the come-hither softness.
This is not so much unisex as uni-sexy,
we’d say.
From £64.80 for 50ml eau de toilette
escentual.com

Based on the true story of a oncenotorious couple – basically the
Bonnie & Clyde of Boston burglaries in
the 1900s – founders Tanya and
Matthew Zhuk immortalise their daring
prison break here. This darkly delicious
gourmand evokes May Coyle hiding a
saw in a cake, enabling her beau,
Thomas Howard, to escape. Pink
pepper juxtaposes red mandarin, icing
sugar dusts a floral bouquet and star
anise spikes natural cocoa in the base
of this quirkily wonderful concoction.
£95 for 30ml eau de parfum
At Fenwick Bond Street

Ultra-kitsch, but oh-so-cute – we know
many a Fiat fanatic who’ll be
clamouring for the duo of scents
inspired by the Fiat 500, in bottles
shaped like the iconic front of the cars
themselves. (See also p.56.) And you
know what? They’re actually both
highly pleasing to the nose. For Her
sits spicy pops of pink pepper atop a
zippy little mandarin and lychee
accord, powered by a bouquet of
gardenia, magnolia and jasmine on a
woody-musk base.
£29 for 50ml eau de parfum
boots.com

Femme

Si Nacre Sparkling
Limited Edition

GIORGIO ARMANI

GOLDFIELD & BANKS

All come-hither jasmine with luscious
mandarin and crisp apple up front,
there are hints of luminescent neroli
and a final dry-down that gets all
smoochy with soft musk and warm
amber. French Connection’s in-house
team worked on the project with
renowned perfumers Philippe Romano
and Corinne Cachen as the project’s
noses, and it shows. A chic little
number with impressive staying power
– we still smelled this in our hair the
next day – it’s a pocket-friendly treat.
£14.99 for 30ml eau de toilette
boots.com

‘Si’ is Italian for ‘yes’ – which is what
every lover of this modern Chypre will
be saying to the glimmering edition,
its neck encircled by a gold ring to
seal the deal. It veils skin in
quintessential Chypre notes of
bergamot and patchouli, alongside
freesia, rose de Mai, blackcurrant
nectar and musky blonde woods – but
beyond that, adds a festive hint of
iridescent pearly shimmer wherever
you choose to spritz it onto your body.
Let the party begin.
From £73 for 50ml eau de parfum
armanibeauty.co.uk

This Australian niche house showcases
rare Antipodean ingredients previously
unexplored in perfumery, here
highlighting tea-like boronia flower –
native to Tasmania and notoriously
tricky to harvest, weighing in at $10k
per kilo. They label the fragrant
journey unconventionally: ‘sunrise’
instead of top notes (green mandarin
and piquant cassis berries), then
‘summit’ (boronia absolute, jasmine
and ylang ylang), before a ‘sunset’ of
iris, vetiver, sandalwood and amber.
£160 for 100ml eau de parfum
fortnumandmason.com

FRENCH CONNECTION

For Her

Southern Bloom
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GUERLAIN

JO MALONE LONDON

JOVOY PARIS

La Cuvée Secrète

White Moss & Snowdrop

Remember Me

Napoleon – an early customer of
Guerlain – apparently used to splash
Colognes on by the bottleful. Were
money no object, we’d be doing the
same with this invigorating, spiritlifting Cologne, created to a secret
recipe that has been handed down
over generations in Guerlain’s
workshop, including a ‘mysterious
dilution and intricate maceration
process.’ What we do know: this blend
of bergamot, lavender and petitgrain
is quite simply note perfect.
£135 for 250ml eau de Cologne
At Harrods

We have our fingers crossed that this
seasonal creation stays firmly put. It’s a
reminder of the extraordinary
cleverness of perfumers, who can play
with molecules to recreate sensations
of warm and cool – at first, almost as
cold as an Arctic blizzard, its forest
mossiness emerging from the snow to
be gradually warmed by touches of
golden amber and cardamom. The
bottle’s a stunner, meanwhile –
catching the light, the glass appears
cloaked in a rainbow.
£96 for 100ml Cologne
jomalonelondon.co.uk

Milky gourmand notes wrap around
frangipani in a gorgeous Oriental
gourmand addition to Jovoy’s fragrant
line-up. To quote them: ‘Like perfectly
formed exotic dancers, frangipani
flowers engage in elaborate,
spellbinding choreography. As the
enchantment takes hold, a plume of
traditional chai tea perfects the
charm.’ This is the perfect (and
memorable) cuppa for anyone drawn
to rich, exotic florals and/or good
enough-to-eat compositions.
£130 for 100ml eau de parfum
jovoyparis.uk

J.U.S. PARFUMS

JUSBOX

KILIAN

Sopoudrage

Golden Serenade

Do It For Love

An ode to two iconic flowers,
Sopoudrage is an iris-rose blend of
the highest order. Those two blooms
waltz together in this creation from
new, fun and irreverent fragrance
house J.U.S. Parfums. Inside the
eye-catching (and refillable) bottle,
the powdery-soft iris has an air of the
classic, uber-feminine fragrances of
the past ( think: dressing rooms laden
with pearls and silks), while the rose
lifts the scent into modern day. Verily a
delight for the nose and the eye.
£180 for 100ml eau de parfum
jusparfums.com

The latest offering from this musicallyinspired niche house pays tribute to
Glenn Miller and his Orchestra’s
‘Chattanooga Choo Choo’, which was
awarded the first ever gold record.
Enchantingly uplifting, a blast of
saffron and clove blow away the blues
with cool incense infusing the resinous
warmth of the patchouli heart. For the
base, a sweet hay-like oudh is swirled
through with vanilla, opopanax and
glowing amber for non-stop foottapping, wrist-sniffing exuberance.
£250 for 75ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Kilian Hennessy collaborated with
Bergdorf Goodman’s Women’s
Fashion Director Linda Fargo on this
– and it’s ‘rich in the highest
concentration of vetiver ever achieved
in the perfume industry’, we’re told.
Vetiver devotees will find their
favourite earthy-woody tropical grass
lifted by bergamot and petitgrain,
with floral facets of neroli and orange
blossom softening the heart. Equally
at home on a man or a woman’s body,
the bottle itself is sealed with a kiss.
£285 for 50ml eau de parfum
bykilian.com
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KINGDOM SCOTLAND

Albaura

Showcased in our Niche Collection II
Discovery Box (to our great delight),
this marks a stunning debut for a
pioneering Scottish perfume house –
created by Imogen Russon-Taylor after
a career in the whisky world. The trio
of fragrances each tells a story – here,
the inspiration was the icy, snowy
landscape of ‘Alba’ (the ancient name
of Scotland), its berries and botanicals
huddling up with Arctic poppy, Atlas
cedar, rock moss and ambergris. Cool
in every way.
From £18 for 7.5ml eau de parfum
kingdomscotland.com

MAISON MARTIN MARGIELA

Mutiny

Marking the long-overdue return of
John Galliano to the fragrant
universe, four years after he joined
Margiela, this was worth the wait.
Dominique Ropion puts tuberose
front and centre in Mutiny, deploying
three different qualities of the heady
white flower. ‘It took me six years and
over a thousand tries before
succeeding... I kept its structure and
took out all the rest – exactly what
Mr. Galliano does at Maison
Margiela,’ he says. Quite so.
From £83 for 50ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

MISSGUIDED

Babe Dreams

A juicy fizz of bergamot, pink pepper
and red fruit accord veritably bursts
from the bottle – which looks for all
the world like a classy energy drink,
suitably enough. Velvety rose
powdered with orris and violet is
further cushioned by a plumptious
base of patchouli, sheer amber and
creamy vanilla. A sweet-tinged Chypre
that many a modern miss would surely
love to wear, look out for other Babe
infusions similarly promoting selfconfidence in fragrant form.
£28 for 80ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

MUGLER

PERFUMER H

Smoke

La Femme Velvet Edition

Inside this (almost) rainbow of a bottle,
the luminous jasmine signature of
Alien remains familiar, as sambac
jasmine blossoms into the woody
mystery of white amber. But the
catch-them-while-you-can flacons – no
two are completely identical – will be
eye candy even for non-Alien wearers
with their jewel tones of purple (for
strength), pink (for optimism), orange
(the colour of creativity), green (to
soothe the mind) and blue, to evoke
feelings of serenity and inspiration.
£73 for 60ml eau de parfum
mugler.co.uk

Lyn Harris’s seasonal line-up includes
Smoke, created to conjure up the
smell of the air after burning wood.
Lovers of bonfire scents will adore to
breathe deep of this Oriental
masterpiece, in which geranium, cistus
and coriander, rose and cardamom
rest on a smouldering base of birch
tar, Atlas cedarwood, sandalwood and
oudh. (Price quoted is for the
apothecary-style brown bottle; the
above hand-blown version will require
a raid on the piggy bank, at £400.)
From £250 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Perfumer H

Collectors of stunning bottles should
set their sights (and noses) on this
wow-worthy edition of Prada’s opulent
La Femme. Decked out in jewel tones
of velvet, we’d love an actual full-size
coat like this, please! The livery does a
great job of foreshadowing the notes
of the juice inside: think succulent
mandarin swathed in the creamy
exoticism of frangipani flowers, a
hip-swagger of ylang ylang sinking into
tuberose and sandalwood with a
luxurious sigh.
£295 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

We Are All Alien

PRADA
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Rose Mignonnerie

ROGER&GALLET

88 Pineapples

SHAY & BLUE

STORIES BY ELIZA GRACE

Two new Colognes from Roger&Gallet
are making a splash right now – and
making even bigger splash is the fact
they’re available in giant 500ml bottles
as well as this 100ml size. (For a cool
£150, though.) Frederique Terranova
created Magnolia Folie, while Aurélien
Guichard is the perfumer behind this
– a fresh, vibrant rose, with a dewy
green accord and a spike of pink
pepper conjuring up the thorny stem,
cedarwood adding depth and texture.
Splash with abandon.
£55 for 100ml extrait de Cologne
lookfantastic.com

An ASOS collaboration brings us four
new fragrances from Shay & Blue,
offering unprecedented value for
money. Those craving sunshine and
holidays in the cooler months should
plump for the does-what-it-says-onthe-bottle 88 Pineapples. Mouthwateringly luscious, joyfully zingy
pineapple is sprinkled with sea salt on
a cedarwood bed. Three other scents
offer lily- and mandarin-lovers their
hearts’ desire, with Voulez Vous fusing
white flowers, espresso and vanilla.
£12.50 for 10ml eau de toilette
asos.com

Northern Ireland-based mother of four
Tonya Kidd-Beggs travelled to Grasse
to develop her collection, delving into
often quite painful memories of ‘the
Troubles’ experienced by the area she
calls home, transforming them into
uplifting scents (No.1 and No.2 feature
in our Niche Collection II box). In this
floral-woody encounter, bergamot and
orange blossom give way to the
warmth of cedarwood, fig tea, jasmine,
heliotrope, its mystery unfolding via
amber, sandalwood and vetiver.
From £50 for 15ml eau de parfum
elizagrace.com

THAMEEN

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE

Patiala

Get thee to Selfridges – where
Thameen now have their own
in-house boutique – to sniff out this
latest in their gem-inspired line-up. At
first almost a head-rush of fresh citrus,
it blossoms into a bouquet of orange
flower and wild roses, skin-warmed to
offer up notes of moss, amber and
musk. The jewel which this imagines
in scent form was the Patiala
necklace, featuring 2,930 diamonds
set in platinum, commissioned by the
Maharajah of Patiala. Just blingtastic.
£145 for 50ml
thameenfragrances.com
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Blue Tea

TMOV scents celebrate rare
ingredients traded on the Spice
Routes in their home of Venice.
Mysterious blue tea takes centre
stage, here – housed in their most
glorious bottle to date. Inside the
be-tasselled Chinoiserie flacon, a
melange of hushed magnificence,
butterfly pea-flower leaves (never
before used in perfumery) adding
freshness to the floral and nutmeg
infusion, which offers a deeply
satisfying woody finale.
£180 for 100ml
harrods.com

No.1

TIFFANY

Eau de Parfum Intense

This is a more va-va-voom version of
2017’s Tiffany launch, now a global
bestseller. In the same diamondfaceted bottle, it echoes the original
with notes of green mandarin, pink
peppercorn and fields of iris,
summoning its strength from the
pulsing sensuality of benzoin and
amber. What else makes this special
– and seasonally perfect – is the
option to personalise the bottle with
custom engraving, exclusively on the
Tiffany website.
£57 for 30ml eau de parfum intense
tiffany.co.uk

TOM DAXON

TOM FORD

VALENTINO

Midnight Saffron

Lost Cherry

Noir Absolu Musc Essence

Saffron fans, you’re going to adore this
latest from perfume wünderkind Tom
Daxon. A striking contrast in warm and
cool in which saffron ‘awakens’
lavender, as Tom puts it, it reimagines
Provence’s aromatic bounty in a very
innovative and wearable way to deliver
something actually quite unlike
anything we’ve smelled before,
segueing from a fresh start to a
smouldering finale, buffed by suede
and garlanded in jasmine en route.
Positively addictive.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
tomdaxon.com

Naughtily-named to the point where
news of this went straight to our spam
filter (!), Mr. Ford’s love for teasing
fragrance-wearers is once again
expressed via an Oriental gourmand
that does indeed capture the mouthwatering perfection of black cherry
flesh, adding a touch of bitter almond
cherry liqueur to contrast sweet and
tart, bright and dark. Turkish rose and
jasmine sambac, sexy Peru balsam,
roasted tonka, vetiver and cedar
compound the naughtiness.
£218 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Valentino unveil two innovations
designed as ‘fragrance enhancers’ –
simplifying the concept of layering for
those who want to experiment and
create personalised blends by offering
scents that can be worn alone or with
any Valentino creation to boost
intensity and staying power. Noir
Absolu Musc Essence combines rose
and orange, aldehydes and tonka with
the signature muskiness, while the
Oud Essence, as you might expect, is
more masculine and dark.
£122 for 100ml essence de parfum
harrods.com

VALEUR ABSOLUE

XERJOFF

XYRENA

Harmonie Essentielle

Golden Dallah

Choices by Tatianna

Inspired by cherished memories of
childhood, this sways around the
joyous central note of neroli, an
ingredient renowned for its
simultaneous ability to soothe and
uplift, harmoniously blended with
bergamot and deeply addictive vanilla,
with amethyst stones inside the bottle
to further calm the soul. Fans of Valeur
Absolue’s vegan scent collection will
no doubt be thrilled to learn that the
new VA trio – in which this features – is
organically-certified, too.
£66 for 50ml eau de parfum
valeurabsolue.com

Exploring that universal sigh of relief
from enjoying a hot beverage, and
incorporating the historic trade routes
of the coffee trade itself, Xerjoff begin
a new collection with the release of
this fragrant evocation. Dallah is an
overtly feminine offering, entwining
sumptuous rose with a haze of
incense, sprinkling hazelnut, cocoa
and tonka for a deliciously sweet
nibble, infused with Cambodian oudh
and amber to enhance the toasted
coffee beans. Very, very moreish.
€235 for 50ml eau de parfum
xerjoffuniverse.com

It isn’t every day that news of a drag
artist’s debut fragrance crosses our
desks – but we’re here to share
everything and anything that comes
our way. Pop artist, drag perfumer and
‘RuPaul’s Drag Race’ star Tatianna
teamed up with LA fragrance house
Xyrena to confect this aquatic
signature scent, a fusion of sea salt
and water lily, sharpened by lemon,
key lime and tangerine, warmed by
ozone, cedar and musk. Breezy, yes
– but glam (naturally).
£47.40 for 50ml extrait de parfum
xyrena.com
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ARAMIS

DSQUARED

DUSITA

Tobacco Reserve

Wood for Him

Erawan

New additions to the Aramis universe
don’t come along every day – and
while this retains the DNA of that
enduring icon of the male fragrance
world, it’s been given an intriguing
twist. Bold tobacco leaf stakes its
claim at the heart, wrapped around
aromatic clary sage, with touches of
cassis and of oakmoss. The whole
blend is ultimately softened and
sweetened by tonka bean, beckoning
a new generation to discover the
delights of Aramis.
£55 for 50ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

Know someone who ‘lives on passions,
good vibes and an impulse towards
what’s new?’ Those are the
protagonists for the new DSquared
duo, we’re told. But you don’t have to
be a millennial to enjoy the thrumming
beat of Wood, which opens zestily
with Calabrian bergamot, mandarin,
lemon, getting the senses a-tingle with
ginger and cardamom. Violet leaf
adds a cooling contrast, but ultimately,
vetiver, Ambrox and white woods
ensure this lives up to its name.
From £44 for 30ml eau de toilette
At Harvey Nichols

What an elegantly hazy scent this is,
with high-pitched notes of petitgrain
and lily of the valley drifting into a
cool breeze of Haitian vetiver. Pissara
Umavijani, Dusita’s founder and
perfumer, blends Siamese nobility with
fine French perfumery traditions, all
inspired by her beloved late father’s
poems. So sweet hay steams in the
early morning mist, before drifts of
herbaceous clary sage embrace cedar,
oakmoss and vanilla. It feels like
wearing a whisper; quiet, but hopeful.
£168 for 50ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

FIAT

FRENCH CONNECTION

Bottle collectors are going to be
snapping up the twin flacons for the
debut Fiat fragrances (see p.51 for the
women’s), which represent the
distinctive ‘nose’ of the 500’s profile.
(Known as ‘the Musetto’, FYI). Inside?
An explosion of freshness starts the
engine, with Timur and pink peppers
revving up the eau de toilette.
Florentine iris butter and geranium
purr quietly on the skin, before
ultimately going full-throttle via
benzoin, patchouli and vanilla.
From £29 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

An impressively swarthy new scent for
the fashion house, this at first seems
intriguingly dark and moody, later
revealing itself to be a rather
interesting contemporary fougère with
shady nooks of frosted sage. Green
violet leaves scatter atop a peppery
lavender mossiness, while the base is
smothered in sandalwood with an
addictively gourmand edge. An all-day
wrist-sniffer (or neck-snuggler),
incredibly well done for the price.
Consider us impressed.
£14.99 for 30ml eau de toilette
boots.com

ÉDITIIONS DE PARFUMS
FRÉDÉRIC MALLE

Dawn

The counterpoint to Frédéric Malle’s
Night – first unveiled exclusively in
the Middle East, where its oudhiness went down a storm – perfumer
Carlos Benaïm now turns his
attention to the start of the day,
again using that traditional Arabic
note as the pivot point. The
signature agarwood heart is ‘orbited’
by pink pepper, cedar, labdanum
and frankincense, with a sea of
Turkish rose offering ‘an ode to
dawn’s rich colours’, as Malle puts it.
£550 for 50ml eau de parfum
At Harrods
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500 For Him

Homme

L’Homme Intense

LACOSTE

2013 Résidence D’Artistes

LES BAINS GUERBOIS

PERFUMER H

Jolly stylish bottle. Jolly stylish scent.
This intensified version of L’Homme
Lacoste – more tenacious, more bold
– features fresh mandarin and orange
fizzing alongside rhubarb and quince.
The heart is a spicy swirl of black
pepper and ginger, with cedarwood
and akigalawood, amber, vanilla,
cypriol and vetiver making for a
sensual conclusion that’s drizzled with
almond, for mellowness. And can you
make out the jasmine-laden breeze
blowing through the whole creation?
£35 for 50ml eau de toilette
boots.com

A riot of impressions jostle. Drifts of
musk that suddenly become
sandalwood. Papyrus cushioning
violet. Cumin and cardamom studding
a juicy seam of succulent mandarin
segments. There’s booziness, too –
perhaps an echo of the artists that met
when Paris’s Les Bains spa opened in
1885 (Manet, Renoir and Proust were
regulars), later to become a night club
notorious for its illicit shenanigans –
and now an upmarket hotel,
frequented by the crème de la crème.
£149 for 100ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

Lyn Harris shakes up the fougère
category, reinventing it for a new
generation, attracting women to this
traditionally male fragrance category
along the way. We’d certainly be
happy to swathe ourselves in this
blend of bergamot, lemon, grapefruit
and neroli, breezily aromatic juniper,
lavender and rosemary, transitioning
to pepper, angelica seed and cool,
transparent musks on the skin. (And
we’re saving up for the luxe version, in
this £400 Michael Ruh bottle.)
From £190 for 100ml eau de parfum
At Perfumer H

SARAH IRELAND

UNUM

Grey

XERJOFF

Keahia

But Not Today

Golden Moka

Meaning ‘gift of god’, Keahia certainly
feels like wearing a spiritual vision of
autumn – the frosted crunch of leaves
underfoot, a sweet, mushroom-y
earthiness and that sudden change in
the texture and smell of the air that
foretells rain. There’s warmth, too: a
snuggle of osmanthus, cedarwood
and patchouli, a whisper of iris
enveloping creamy almond and the
merest sprinkling of oudh for a dry,
straw-like enhancement of shadowy
vetiver in the base. Superbly done.
£85 for 50ml eau de parfum
sarah-ireland.com

Thrillingly dense, full of overlapping
facets, jasmine, warm skin muskiness,
dark cracked leather and resinous
balsam lappping at white flowers. The
concept follows the unsettlingly tense
relationship of Agent Clarice Starling
and Hannibal Lecter in ‘The Silence of
the Lambs’ (!), and is named for the
moment Hannibal says: ‘Sometimes
you wear L’Air du Temps … but not
today.’ Most certainly a wearable
shiver, but of fear or delight? Only you
can be the judge.
£210 for 100ml extrait de parfum
bloomperfume.co.uk

Xerjoff’s Coffee Break collection
explores the centuries-old trade of
coffee beans in all their deliciousness.
Here, rivulets of blood orange juice,
mandarin and lemons trickle over
coffee and rose absolutes as tendrils
of incense soften the balmy air;
Cambodian oudh, amber and
labdanum soothe the soul and an
intriguing green accord sharpens the
senses once more. Imagine velvet
cushions and dark brews sipped in the
shade, bottled.
€235 for 50ml eau de parfum
xerjoffuniverse.com
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IT TAKES ME RIGHT BACK

“

ONE OF MY FAVOURITE
and I loved walking through
Christmas traditions growing up
it, inhaling deeply as I went.
was going to the big parkingThat was where I bought my
lot-turned-Christmas-treeown Christmas tree for the first
showroom around the corner
time – a little table-top cutie.
from our apartment and picking
My apartment was the classic
out our tree. I would make
NYC shoebox you’ve probably
my poor parents wait while I
heard about and those trees
inspected every single tree to
were a bit expensive, so a mini
make sure we were getting the
was all I could really fit and
best one. One very special year
afford. It smelled just as good
we drove into the countryside
as the trees we had when I was
to my father’s friend’s Christmas
a kid and that scent made my
tree farm to cut down a tree
shoebox feel like a home for
of our own. It was like a movie
the first time. It was also that
– everything was covered in a
year that I came to understand
thick blanket of white snow as
the main reason my mom made
my dad and his friend wound
the switch to synthetic – real
up the saw and cut down
trees shed like a big hairy dog.
the tree that I deemed most
(I have no idea how my mother
desirable. They wrestled it onto
kept our house so clean all
the roof of the car, tied it down
those years with the real trees –
and we drove home singing
I was finding pine needles until
Olfactory artist Michelle von
Christmas carols and worrying
the day I moved out of that
that the rope would break.
Mandel captures the love we surely apartment.)
When my mom brought
For years after that I
all share for this scent of the season continued to buy a tree from
home a plastic imposter one
year, it felt like the Grinch
that same Christmas tree
had stolen Christmas. The
vendor, even after I moved
vegetarian-wannabe-environmentalist in me should have
many subway stops away. The smell of those fresh trees
been happy that no more trees were being cut down
brought with them the fond memories of Christmases
on my behalf, but I couldn’t quite shake the feeling that
past and of that first little tree in my first studio apartment,
something was missing. Even if the Grinch hadn’t stolen
decorated with colourful construction paper ornaments and
Christmas itself, he had, at the very least, stolen the smell of
garlands made of shiny metallic ribbon.
Christmas. The new assemble-at-home tree may have had
A few years later I moved to London. I was incredibly
a passable visual likeness to a real tree but it definitely did
homesick for the better part of six months, seriously
not have any olfactory similarity. This tree didn’t
considering moving back to the States. But that
smell of fresh pine needles; it didn’t really
Christmas I received the wonderful gift of
smell at all – perhaps a faint plastic aroma,
Diptyque’s 2015 Christmas edition pineif anything. At the time I wasn’t aware
scented candle, Sapin, and I absolutely
of just how important that smell of
loved it. I lit the candle every night
fresh pine was to my Christmas
for weeks and found immense
experience and it was not until
comfort in the rich pine scent,
years later that I would realise that
reminiscent of holidays spent
the lack of that smell was the only
surrounded by friends and family.
real downside of not having a real
That candle got me through the
Christmas tree.
long, cold winter nights that first
When I moved to New York,
year in London. It marked the
I lived in a studio apartment in
beginning of my slight obsession
the East Village that was across
with pine-scented candles, which
the street from a sidewalk-turnedI light whenever I’m in the mood to
Christmas-tree-showroom. The
indulge my Christmas nostalgia.
showroom sprung up every year at the
Tree, no tree or – heaven forbid
end of November as if by Christmas magic
– fake tree.

”

“ When my mom brought home a plastic imposter one year,
it felt like the G rinch had stolen Christmas”
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